Doing the Molecular Splits: HandsOn Demonstration Tips to Promote
Student Engagement Using Split
Inteins in Molecular Biology
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Engaging undergraduates in the mechanisms of post-translational modifications
lies at the heart of molecular and cell biology education. An important challenge
for science educators is developing inclusive and equitable approaches and
hands-on demonstrations to clarify post-translational modification mechanisms,
such as the protein-splicing mechanism called split inteins. Here, we describe
step-by-step assembly of recycled materials to help clarify the molecular action
of split inteins in inclusive classroom teaching settings.
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Introduction
Post-translational modification mechanisms are among the core
essentials of molecular cell biology research (Shah & Muir, 2010;
Wong et al., 2012; Alberts et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2015). For
example, the post-translational protein-splicing mechanism called
intervening protein, or intein, is used by diverse sets of organisms
in the tree of life – including the domains Bacteria, Archaea, and
Eukarya (Shah & Muir, 2010). Inteins have also been found in
viral genomes (Shah & Muir, 2010). One reason to engage students in intein function is to focus on pathogenic bacteria, such
as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, that use intein catalysis and that
may serve as molecular targets for developing antimicrobial therapies (Zhang et al., 2011). Furthermore, there are many proteins
that use intein catalysis for cellular and genetic mechanisms such
as DNA replication, recombination, and repair (Lennon & Belfort,
2017). As science educators, how do we engage undergraduates
with cutting-edge research that utilizes protein-splicing mechanisms to address important research questions in molecular cell
biology research? Inclusive and equitable teaching strategies,
hands-on demonstrations, and original research papers are all valuable ways to clarify molecular cell biology principles (Crowe et al.,
2008; AAAS, 2011; Brownell et al., 2014), and course-based undergraduate research experiences (CUREs) provide inclusive research

experiences for undergraduates (Auchincloss et al., 2014; Bangera
& Brownell, 2017).
Our lesson plan to engage undergraduates in the functioning of
split inteins includes five learning objectives (Table 1), all of which
are linked to both Vision and Change (AAAS, 2011) and the threedimensional learning framework (National Research Council,
2012). In order to establish inclusive and equitable approaches,
we used the culturally responsive SOAR framework and began
each course with three themes: (1) Health and Environment; (2)
Communities; and (3) Molecules, Cells, Organs and Organisms
(Figure 1). SOAR stands for the following: Spiral curricula and process of inquiry (“spiralquiry”); Observations from experiments to
evaluation of data; Affective learning in active-learning settings;
and Research year-round across the undergraduate curricula (Kao,
2018).
We incorporated the stories of Guillermina Lozano and Mina
Bissell to illustrate the importance of thinking outside-the-box
when designing experiments, encouraging student reflection on
how their lived experiences connect with these two excellent scientist role models. Drs. Lozano and Bissell won the E.E. Just Award
and the E.B. Wilson Medal, respectively, from the American Society
for Cell Biology (Fleischman, 2016; Spiro, 2018). The students’
reflections on the lives of Lozano and Bissell throughout the semester are similar to the Scientist Spotlight described by Schinske et al.
(2016), helping establish a sense of belonging, inclusive learning,
and diversity in STEM.
Furthermore, we linked the concept of inteins to communitybased health care and how environment affects human health (e.g.,
Parkinson’s disease). Finally, as a step to address important questions in neuroscience, we linked inteins, which can be used to
address important neuroscience research questions, to scientific
inquiry into the molecular mechanisms of neurotransmission. By
using culturally responsive teaching and mentoring for all undergraduates, we were able to scaffold molecular cell biology of split
inteins around multiple dimensions of learning in both class and
lab settings.
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Table 1. Split-intein learning objectives linked to Vision and Change (AAAS, 2011) and the threedimensional learning framework (National Research Council, 2012).
Vision and Change

Three-Dimensional Learning

Competencies
• Ability to Apply the Process of
Science
• Ability to Use Modeling and
Simulation

Dimension 1: Practices
• Asking Questions
• Developing and Using Models
• Planning and Carrying out
Investigations

Concepts
• Pathways and Transformations of
Energy and Matter
• Structure and Function
• Evolution

Dimension 2: Crosscutting Concepts
• Structure and Function
• Cause and Effect
• Energy and Matter: Flows, Cycles, and
Conservation

1. Clarify and define the mechanism of
split inteins in context of neuroscience research.
2. Define the role of split inteins across
domains Eukarya, Bacteria, and
Archaea, as well as viruses.
3. Apply the concept of split inteins to
addressing important questions in
neuroscience research.
4. Predict the effect of a loss-of-function
mutation on the molecular mechanism of split-intein function.
5. Construct a molecular model of splitintein molecular action.

folding of a key protein involved in synaptic transmission, called
synaptojanin (Dong et al., 2015). Dong and colleagues used a special form of split DnaE intein derived from the filamentous cyanobacterium Nostoc punctiforme in their study. The following Tips,
Tricks, and Techniques provide two sets of step-by-step directions
for assembly of split-intein hands-on demonstrations based on this
collaboration.

Materials for the Hands-On
Demonstrations
• Dollar-store pipe cleaners
• Recycled easel pens
• Velcro-brand One-Wrap tie straps, two different colors (selfgripping cable ties, 8 × 0.5 inches, available from Amazon)

How to Assemble the Demonstration
of Split-Intein Molecular Action
Figure 1. Adaptive multidimensional framework for molecular
cell biology, with three concentric circles: Health and
Environment (magenta); Communities (cyan); and Molecules,
Cells, Organs and Organisms (#MCO, green).

Over the past three years, we have developed, in a partnership
between Heritage University and the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center, a molecular cell biology CURE. All undergraduates in our molecular cell biology course at Heritage University read
about research from Dr. Jihong Bai’s research group (at “Fred
Hutch”) using split inteins to test the molecular actions and protein
500
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1. Place two easel pens of different colors side-by-side (Figure
2A). The knob end of each pen symbolizes the N-terminus
of the polypeptide, while the blunt end represents the C-terminus of the polypeptide. The two pens symbolize the two
parts of the synaptojanin protein involved in synaptic transmission in Caenorhabditis elegans.
2. Next, tie a knot at the C-terminus end of the first half of the
polypeptide using the pipe cleaners, and do the same at the
N-terminus of the second half of the polypeptide. The pipe
cleaner tied to the first half of the polypeptide represents
the N-intein, while the pipe cleaner tied to the second
half of the polypeptide represents the C-intein (Figures 2B
and 1C).
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Dimension 3: Disciplinary Core Ideas
• LS1: From Molecules to Organisms:
Structures and Processes
• LS4: Biological Evolution: Unity and
Diversity

Learning Objectives

3. To demonstrate the action of protein splicing, link the
N-intein and C-intein pipe cleaners together (Figure 2D, E).
4. As the intervening protein (intein) is spliced out, the two
polypeptide proteins are now joined or ligated together as
one intact polypeptide (Figure 2F).

How to Assemble the Demonstration
of Wild-Type & Loss-of-Function Split
Inteins
1. This demonstration will allow students to compare wildtype and loss-of-function split-intein function. First, make
a loop in two One-Wrap tie straps of different colors (Figure 3A). To model wild-type split-intein function, ensure
that the fuzzy side of the Velcro is facing up.
2. Fasten one of the looped tie straps to the C-terminus end of
the easel pen that corresponds to the carboxyl tail of the
polypeptide.
3. Fasten the other looped tie strap to the other (N-terminus)
end of the other pen that corresponds to the amino terminal of the polypeptide (Figure 3A, B).
4. To demonstrate intein catalysis, press the two ends of the
tie straps to make them stick together (Figure 3C).
5. Make a loop between the N-intein and the C-intein (Figure
3D, magenta arrow).
6. Finally, join the carboxyl and amino terminal ends of the
two polypeptide easel pens and stick them together to represent polypeptide ligation (Figure 3D).
7. Next, to demonstrate the loss-of-function intein, prepare
two tie straps as in steps 1 and 2.
8. To model the loss-of-function N-intein, place one tie strap
upside-down, such that the Velcro is teeth-side-up and the
fuzzy side is facing the easel pen (Figure 3E, F).
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Figure 3. Step-by-step assembly for demonstrations of wildtype (A–D) and loss-of-function (E–F) split-intein catalysis. See
text for detailed directions and materials.
9. Place the N-intein from step 8 at the amino terminal end of
one easel pen (Figure 3E).
10. Similar to steps 1 and 2, fasten the C-intein to the carboxyl
terminal of the other easel pen (Figure 3F). Due to loss of
function in the N-intein, there is no functional split-intein
catalysis (Figure 3F, magenta arrowhead).

Integrating These Hands-On
Demonstrations into the Classroom
We use inclusive and equitable approaches to help promote metacognition in the classroom (Michael, 2003; Modell, 2005; Tanner,
2007, 2012, 2013). At the beginning of class discussions, we ask
students: What terms or concepts were unclear or confusing? The
theme of split inteins has come up repeatedly over the past three
years when our students have reflected in their community-ofscholars teams. With student needs in mind, we offer teachers the
following tips on using these demonstrations to better promote student comprehension of split insteins.
• After split inteins have been visualized for the class using PowerPoint (see Supplemental Material with the online version of this
article), we use the hands-on demonstration of split-intein molecular action to complement and clarify the molecular process.
• We record class discussions to make a podcast that the more
audio-based learners can use for review.
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Figure 2. Step-by-step assembly for demonstration of splitintein molecular action (A–F). See text for detailed directions
and materials.

• We incorporate the “view from the inside” described by Modell
(2007). All the students observe, reflect, and analyze the molecular action of split inteins as a community of scholars, while we
act out the split intein’s molecular catalysis reaction.
• After clarifying the molecular action of protein splicing, we ask
students in their research teams to make a prediction: if one of
the intein sequences had a loss-of-function mutation, how
would that affect the protein splicing? These prediction questions are used to help develop students’ critical thinking skills
in community-of-scholars settings.
• In addition, the Velcro-based approach to split-intein modeling
may also be used for discussions.

• Finally, this hands-on demonstration may be an excellent way
for students who are more tactile to independently study protein-splicing mechanisms.

Supplemental Material
• PowerPoint guide on split-intein mechanism for class
discussions
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